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ABSTRACT

This report shows that it is possible to perform all the basic
logic functions associated with memory, "and" gates, "or" gates, and
"not" gates by using circuits composed only of square loop magnetic
cores and interconnecting wire. A design procedure is given for all
the basic logic circuits, a coincidence detector, and a shift code
counter. These circuits were developed using miniature ferrite cores
that have switching times on the order of microseconds.

1. INTRODUCTION

During the last few years much attention has been given to the
field of ferromagnetic materials and devices. This attention has
arisen mainly because of the ability of ferromagnetic devices to store
information indefinitely. Initially their use was confined to computer
memory elements, but more recently they have been used for performing
logic functions as well. The first logic circuits merely used magnetic
cores as another circuit element. Gradually many of the other circuit
elements were eliminated because it was found that it is possible to
use magnetic cores in such a way that active devices are not necessary.
This was highly desirable because of the high reliability of magnetic
cores. These circuits were gradually simplified to the point where only
magnetic cores and diodes were necessary to perform logic operation and
consequently much attention has been given to this type of circuit (ref
1). Several years ago it was speculated that it might be possible to
build entire logic systems with circuits that consist of nothing but
magnetic cores and interconnecting wire. The investigation presented
in this report was started so that logic systems such as these could be
built. There are essentially two basic methods by which magnetic logic
circuits may be constructed. The first involves the use of simple to-
roidal magnetic cores and the second employs multiaperture cores. While
both elements are capable of performing all magnetic logic, each type
possesses certain advantages over the other. For example, the multi-
aperture elements require fewer cores to perform a given logic function
than their toroidal counterpart. The toroidal cores possess such ad-
vantages as size and simplicity of analysis. This latter point is par-
ticularly significant. The flux configuration in multiaperture cores is
extremely complicated and not very well understood. The flux configura-
tion in toroids is relatively simple since only one flux path exists.
For these and other less important reasons the toroidal core circuits
"were selected for analysis. Simple shift registers were constructed in
the all magnetic form several years ago in both multiaperture and to-
roidal form (ref 2, 3). The extension of the basic toroidal shift regis-
ter circuits into logic circuits is considered in detail in the remainder
of this report. To the knowledge of the author this is the first com-
plete report on a system utilizing toroidal magnetic cores that can per-
form any logic function. As anticipated, work on multiaperture cores
was continued elsewhere and was recently found to be successful (ref 4).

In a previous report, a method of constructing various all magnetic
shift registers was described (ref 5). This report, which is essentially
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a continuation of the previous one, describes a method of magnetically
reading information out of a shift register and subsequently perform-
ing various logic operations. To utilize the logic techniques devel-
oped, several systems using all magnetic logic were successfully de-
signed and constructed. The most outstanding was a six stage shift
code counter with readout. As a refinement to the basic system a
method of replacing two of the four drive pulses with a d-c bias is
described.

The materials used in this investigation are all miniature, square
loop, ferrite toroids. These materials were used for the following
reasons:

(a) Extreme miniaturization potential

(b) Ruggedness

(c) Reliability

(d) Commercial availability at nominal cost

2. LOGICAL FUNCTIONS

2.1 Branching

To effectively utilize information in a shift register, a
method of extracting information must be found. This is known as
branching and simply refers to a device with a single input and identi-
cal multiple outputs. The number of outputs determinesthe branching
factor. In the circuits to be described a branching factor of two was
the greatest value obtained.

As an example, consider the block diagram in figure 1 below.
If information is progressing across stages 1, 2, and. 3 and then branches
to stages 4 and 6, then stage 3 is a stage of a shift register that ex-
hibits a branching factor of two. To describe in detail how this is ac-
complished, a thorough knowledge of the improved shift register in sec-
tion 3, DOFL Report R320-60-25 is assumed. A schematic diagram of the
branching circuit is illustrated in figure 2. The dash-outlined boxes

12 1 , 3

Figure 1. Logical branching diagram.

numbered 3, 4, and 6 correspond to the numbered boxes in the block
diagram of figure 1. To simplify the diagram, all drive and bias wind-
ings are represented by an arrow toward a zero or a one to indicate the
direction in which the current tends to drive the core (current into a
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dot drives a core toward the zero state). As before, the pulse sequence
is IA, IRA, IB, IRB, and hereafter a full pulse sequence will be referred
to as a clock sequence.

To understand the operation of the branching circuit, consider
the condition existing when core S1 is in the one state and all other
cores are in the zero state. Upon application of the IA pulse, core Sl
is driven toward the zero state, causing the core to switch and producing
a counterclockwise current in coupling loop L1 . This current tends to
drive core CO to the zero state and core C1 to the one state. Since both
cores were originally in the zero state, only core C1 switches producing a
counterclockwise current in loop L2. This current tends to drive cores C2
and S2 to the one state. Since core C2 is held in the zero state by the

IA pulse, only core S2 switches. Thus after the IA pulse is completed,
cores C1 and S2 are in the one state and all other cores are in the zero
state. During the next pulse (IRA), core C1 is driven back to the zero
state. This switching produces a counterclockwise current in loop L1
and a clockwise current in loop L1. The loop L1 current drives Co toward
the zero state and 81 toward the one state. Since 81 is held in the zero
state by IRA, it does not switch. The current in coupling loop L2
drives C2 and 62 toward the zero state. Since C2 is already in the zero
state it is not affected, but this current tends to switch 82 since it is
in the one state. Since the switching of S2 is undesirable, the ampli-
tude of the IRA pulse must be limited so that the resulting loop current
is not strong enough to switch 82. This amplitude limiting of IRA ac-
counts for the slow switching of the coupling cores and thus for the rel-
atively slow operation of this type of circuit. Therefore, after the IA
and IRA pulses, a one has been transferred from core 81 to 02- The se-
quence just described is identical with that of the improved shift reg-
ister described in the previous report (ref 5).

During the IB and IRS pulses, the actual branching function
is accomplished. On the application of IS, core 82 is switched toward
the zero state producing a counterclockwise current in loop t9. This
current does not affect C1 but causes C2 to switch to the one state, re-
sulting in counterclockwise currents in coupling loops L3 and L5 . These
currents tend to switch C3 , 83, C5 , and 85 toward the one state, but C3
and C5 are hold In the zero state by the IB pulse. Thus I has trans-
ferred a one from 52 to C2, 83, and 05. During the IRB putse, core C2
Is driven to the zero state causing counterclockwise current in L2 and
clockwise currents in L3 and L8 . The L2 loop current tends to switch
82, but it can not because of the overriding IRD pulse. Loop currents
L3 and L5 tend to drive 83 and 35 to the zero states. As with the IRA
pulse, I Is amplitude limited so as to cause small loop currents that
do not affect cores 83 and 55. Therefore, after a full clock sequence

OAA, IR, IBP IRB) a one has been transferred from 81 to 83 and 85.
During the next clock sequence the ones in 83 and 55 progress along
their respective registers in the manner just described. It should be
noted that core U2 drives three cores instead of two as used in a reg-
ular shift register, so -t must be driven much harder during the trans-
fer operation. This is accomplished by using more turns on the ID wind-
ing of 82. A similar statement can be made about the Ip winding of
core C2. It does not drive more cores but contains more output windings



in which the output current can divide. Also, for effective operation,
the number of turns on the loop L2 winding of C2 must be modified.
These modifications are indicated in the circuit analysis section of
the report.

2.2 "And" Gate

To perform logical operations, an "and" gate is one of the
necessary functions. The block diagram of figure 3 shows two two-
stage shift registers feeding an "and" gate. Thus it is necessary to
have a one present in both shift registers in order to have an output.
The circuit details of stages 2, 4, and the "and" gate are shown in
figure 4. The dotted boxes labeled 2, 4, and "and" gate correspond
to those of the block diagram of figure 3. To understand the operation

1 2

// 'and" output
•at

Figure 3. Logical " and" gate diagram.

of the circuit, consider the case where cores S1 and S3 contain ones
and all other cores are in the zero state. This corresponds to the
case where a one exists in stages 2 and 4 and we wish to detect their
simultaneous presence. On the application of the IA pulse, the one in
core S1 is transferred to cores C1 and S2 and the one in S3 to C4 and S4 .
The IRA pulse returns C1 and C4 to the zero state. Thus as before,
after the IA and IRA pulse, the ones in S1 and S3 have been transferred
to S2 and S4 , respectively. During the IB pulse the one in S2 is trans-
ferred to C2 and S5 and that in S4 to C5 and S6 . The IRB pulse returns
C2 and C5 to the zero states. Therefore after one clock sequence, the
ones in S1 and S3 have been transferred to storage cores S5 and S6 in
the "and" gate. At this point the operation markedly deviates from
tbhaý previously described. Upon application of the next IA pulse, the
ones in S5 and S6 are driven out producing a clockwise current in L5
and a counterclockwise current in L6. It should be observed that nei-
ther loop current affects C2 or C5 , but both currents drive C6 to the
one state producing a voltage on the output winding. During the IRA
pulse, C6 is driven back to the zero state producing another voltage of
opposite polarity on the output winding. Thus it is seen how the pres-
ence of ones in stages 2 and 4 caused an output after two clock se-
quences. If a one had been present in only one of the stages, say
stage 2 (core S1), then we would not want an output to occur. To con-
sider this case, let us again start with a one in S1 and after a single
clock sequence the one would be transferred to S5. During the next IA
pulse, the one in S5 is driven out so as to cause a clockwise current
in loop L5 . This current tends to drive Cý to the one state, but the
turns on the IA winding of S5 along with the NF windings of C6 are ad-
justed so that the loop current is just short of that which would cause
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C6 to change states. Thus core C6 operates on a coincident current
basis, and its operation is one of the most critical parts of the cir-
cuit. To help alleviate this critical condition, note that core
has been biased toward the zero state. A typical hysteresis loop for
the materials used in this report is illustrated in figure 5. If the

3!
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Figure 5. Typical hysteresis loop.

core were not biased then the magnetomotive force (mmf) caused by
just one loop current would be limited to a value equal to or less
than DE. -Then if inputs from both shift registers occurred, the
mmf would be twice DE and the core would change states. To improve
the operation consider the core to be biased to point I (fig, 5),
Here the mmf due to one loop current could be as much as CE and that
due to two loop currents twice CE. Thus it is seen that biasing the
core to the zero state results in a greater stability of operation.
It should be noted that in the "and" gate just described the final
output from the gate did not work into a load. This was done be-
cause it was not needed for the particular application at hand. The
author feels that it would be a relatively simple task to contrive
such a circuit. It should also be noted that all other logic devices
described in this report do work into loads and thus are more compat-
ible with a complete system.

2.3 "Or" Gate

The construction of a multiple input "or" gate can be per-
formed in a rather straightforward manner. To understand the opera-
tion of such a gate, consider the block diagram of figure 6 and the

H 1 2~ - _ orjH ----- - gate I

Figure 6. Logical "or" gate diagram.
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corresponding schematic diagram of figure 7. If a one exists in core
S, of stage 2, then after the IA and IRA pulse it will be transferred
to core S2. The application of the 1B pulse will cause a counterclock-
wise current in L2 and a clockwise current in L3 . It should be ob-
served that the current in L3 will not affect C 2, and thus the usual
transfer operation will not be affected by the presence of this core.
The same result will occur if a one exists in stage 4 or even if a one
started in both stages 2 and 4. In this latter case the loop current
L3 produced by the shifting of ones out of cores S2 and S6 will result
in a larger current that causes Sa to switch much faster. Information
in stages 2 and 4 ends in the "or gate without affecting the other
stage. It should be noted that one intricate difficulty occurs in the"or" gate. If a one is transferred during the I pulse from both cores
S2 and S6 to cores C2 , C7 , and 83, then during tRe reset operation (IRB)
both cores C2 and C7 must be reset. When the cores are reset simul-
taneously, both cores contribute current to loop L3 . resulting in a
higher value. Recalling that it is just this loop current that must be
limited to avoid destroying the information in core S3 , then this is an
area of possible trouble. One way to circumvent this trouble is to ob-
serve that during the transfer of a one from both cores S2 and S6 to
C2, C7, and S3, core S3 switches much faster than normal because of the
greater current in loop L3 . Thus S3 switches before the other cores
and then essentially puts a "short' across its loop L3 winding. This
puts a very large load on the other cores and greatly slows down their
switching process. If the drive pulse were limited in width so that it
would be sufficient for a normal transfer but not sufficient to complete
this so-called loaded transfer, then the cores C2 , C7 ,S 2 , and S6 would
not be completely switched. Now during the following IRB reset pulse
the resulting currents would be smaller because the cores only have to
be partially switched to return them to the zero state. It should be
noted that during reset the loop L3 current increases only slightly for
each additional coupling core in the loop. Thus it is necessary to
limit the drive pulse width only when an "or" gate with many inputs is
being used. None of the "or" gates that were tested required this nar-
row drive pulse. One advantage of the "or" gate over the "and" gate
is that, except for the minor restrictions just described, it can be
used with multiple inputs. As will be shown later, a five input "or"
gate was successfully operated.

2.4 Inhibit Function

To perform many logic operations such as a "not" gate and
an "exclusive or" gate a device to inhibit or block another stage is
a necessity. An inhibit device is shown in block diagram form in fig- f8
ure 8. If a one exists in both stages 2 and 4, then the inhibit
stage does not give an output. If a one exists only in stage 4, then
it is merely passed through the inhibit stage, and if a one exists
only in stage 2, it is merely lost during the next clock sequence. A
detailed schematic diagram of stages 2, 4, and the inhibit gate is
shown in figure 9. To understand the operation of the circuit, con- f9
sider the case where a one exists in cores Sl and S4 and all other
cores are in the zero state. After one clock sequence, the ones in S1
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34 Inhibit 5

Figure 8. Logical inhibit diagram.

and S4 have been transferred to S3 and S6 in the usual manner. The
next IApulse causes S3 and S6 to switch toward the zero state pro-
ducing counterclockwise currents in L3 and L6 . The current in L3
tends to drive C5 to the zero state and the current in L6 tends to
drive it to the one state. Provided the current and number of turns
in the loops are identical, this bucking action produces no net
switching of core C5 . Thus after the entire sequence of pulses has
been completed, all cores are in the zero state and the effective in-
hibiting of the one in core S4 by that in core Sl has been accomplished.
It should be observed that to complete an effective inhibit action all
parameters in loops L3 and L6 must be identical. That is, all resist-
ances and numbers of turns must be equal. To complete the description
of the inhibit gate consider the case where a one exists only in core
S4. After a clock sequence the one has progressed to core S6. During
the next TA pulse, core S86 tends to switch to the zero state producing
a counterclockwise current in lbop L6. This current drives C5 to the
one state producing a counterclockwise current in loops L7 and L3 . The
current in L3 drives C2 to the zero state and S 3 toward the one state,
but 83 is held in the zero state by the overriding IA pulse. Thus loop
L3 acts as a low impedance load on C5 when a one is being driven out of
S6 into C5 and S 7 . This low impedance load means that core 86 has to
be driven very hard to complete the transfer of the one. To accomplish
this, the IA winding of core S6 must have more turns than the other IA
windings. After the passage of the one from S6 to C5 and S7, C5 is
reset to the zero state in a normal manner for a transfer core with
three loops tied to it (see reset description for branching circuit).
The last and almost trivial case occurs when a one exists in S1 and all
other cores are in the zero state. After one clock sequence the one is
transferred to core 83. During the next IA pulse the one is driven out
of S3 producing a counterclockwise current in loop L3 that tends to
drive C2 and C5 to the zero state. Since both cores are already in the
zero state no switching occurs, and the one that existed in S3 is simply
driven out and lost. This is precisely the desired result since there
was not any one from stage 4 to inhibit.

2.5 "Not" Gate

Basically a "not" gate is a simple extension of the inhibit
function described in the previous section. The diagram for such a
gate is represented in block form in figure 10 and schematically in fig- f,
ure 11. If all the cores in figure 11 are in the zero state then, after fl:
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Figure 10. Logical "not" gate diagram.

the IA' I'DA and IB pulses, they are still in the zero state. During f
the I. pjufse, core S4 is driven toward the one state producing a clock-
wise current in loop L4 that does not affect core C3 . During the next

IA pulse, the one in S4 is driven out into cores C3 and 85 in the same
manner as described under the inhibit fupction. Succeeding pulses
merely transfer the one down the line in the usual manner. Now consider
the case where a one exists in core Sl and all other cores are in the
zero state. During one clock sequence, the one in S1 is transferred to
core S 3 and another one is injected into S4. On the following IA pulse,
the resulting currents in loops L3 and L4 tend to drive C3 in opposite
directions. Prcvided the loops are properly balanced for inhibiting, C3
is not switched and thus the ones are driven out of S3 and S 4 and are
lost. Thus since no output occurs when a one is injected into the gate,
and also since an output occurs when the gate does not receive any In-
put, the operation of the "not" gate is complete.

3. DESIGN CRITERIA

To build all-magnetic logic systems it is necessary to have some
sort of design criteria to determine the number of turns, loop resist-
ance, and driving currents for all the building blocks described in
section 2. There are several methods that can be used to solve mag-
netic core circuits but, for circuits that consist entirely of magnetic
cores, one method is particularly useful. This method involves the
representing of a core during switching by an equivalent circuit. Thus
in a circuit consisting of multiple cores, each core can be replaced by
its equivalent circuit and the resulting circuit can be analyzed by
standard circuit analysis techniques. The remainder of this section
will be devoted to the detailed description of this technique and its
subsequent application to the circuits described in section 2.

Typical switching characteristics of a simple toroidal core are
shown in figures 12 and 13. Figure 12 is a plot of the peak output f
voltage per turn versus the driving amp-turns, and figure 13 is a plot
of the reciprocal of the switching time versus the driving amp-turns.
The data for these curves were obtained in the manner illustrated in
figure 14. In this setup a positive current pulse is applied to the
core under test producing an output pulse similar to that shown on the
oscilloscope screen. By noting the amplitude of the current drive
pulse, the peak output voltage and the switching time of the output
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Currentpus - -L--I"l

generator

Figure 14. Core testing apparatus.

pulse (defined as the time interval between the 10 percent points
of the output pulse), the data necessary for the plotting of the
graphs can be obtained. Note that both curves are linear through-
out most of the graph and that the tangent to the linear portion
of both graphs intersects the abscissa at the common point, here-
after to be denoted as NI min. NI min is defined as the minimum
value of ampere-turns that will completely switch the core. It cor-
responds to point G on the hysteresis loop of the core (fig. 5).

With the use of figure 12 an equivalent circuit for a single
toroidal magnetic core during switching can be determined. Since
the slope of the graph has the dimensions of resistance per turn
squared, which will be denoted R2, a core can be represented by a
resistance, a current generator, and an ideal transformer in the
following manner.

Note that the slope of the graph in figure 12 is R' and the re-
sistance in the equivalent circuit is denoted as Ro. T7e difference
between le and R° is attributed to the basic assumption that all the
pulses in a magnetic circuit have a square waveshape instead of the
actual quasi-semisinusoidal shape (fig. 14). This seems like a
rather drastic assumption but several workers in the field have per-
formed complicated analyses of core circuits with semisinusoidal
pulses, and they have come to the conclusion that the procedure does
not yield more accurate results (ref 2). The assumption of a square
pulse, which accounts for the difference between R% and Rl, greatly
simplifies the analysis. The value of Ro listed by various researchers
runs from about 0.6 e to 0.7 R (ref 2, 6). The value of 0.6 R, will
be used in this report. The remainder of this section will be devoted
to the analysis of the building blocks of section 1. All the analysis
is merely some type of combination of the equivalent core circuits of
figure 15.
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Figure 15. Equivalent core circuit.

3.1 Basic Shift Register

.Stage 2 of the basic shift register circuit shown in fig-
ure 4 can be represented, during the switching of a one from core
S1 to C1 and S2, by the circuit shown in figure 16.

Figure 16. Circuit showing a one going from S1 to S2.

This representation is possible since cores Co and C2 (fig. 4) merely
act as shorts and therefore do not affect cores S, Cl, or S2 during
switching. The equivalent circuit for these cores is shown in figure
17.

N2 R RARR

mi, NI mi INNRmi

4i 1 NI mm

Figure 17. Equivalent circuit of figure 16.

By jimple circuit analysis techniques this circuit can be reduced to
the equivalent circuit shown in figure 18. Wit, Lhis equivalent cir-
cuit we are now in a position to derive some of the dchsign equations.
One of the most important considerations in the design of magnetic
circuits is to insure that a driving core does not switch before a re-
ceiving core. This is necessary because the receiving coia must be
completely switched so that it can transmit information to the follow-
ing stage without attenuation or loss of flux down the register. For
example, in stage 2 of figure 4, core S2 must be switched slightly

before core C1 , and C1 must be switched slightly before S1. Let F1
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Figure 18. Equivalent ci•'cuit o± figure 17.

be" defii'~ed as the fraction of flux in core C1 switched during
the swfi'- 1ing time of coie S. CT5 2 ). Thus,

T's2

Since the voltage waveshape was assumed to be square,

V =f N d• constant (3)

The re fore,
VR2 T 2 =N A Ns2 (4)

•V1l TN2 =Ni A N T

Substituting (4) and (5) into (2) yield.,

I;Ro ~ ~ Vc NIsi

o~ 1 o(6)
Vs N1

A. 1

From the equivalent circuit (neglecting NI mn),

vl "I (7)

Substituting (7) and (8) into (6) .ives,

NI s

N1 13(9T 1 = N 1()
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Now using the equivalent circuit we can solve for the ratio in (9).
This turns out to be,

R+N 2 R

F 1 N 0 (10)
0 s N

To insure that core CIswitches before Sl, then

F2 . (11)

must also be somewhat less than unity. Using the same procedure

used in arriving at (9),

NAI4
F NA 14  (12)

2 = N 13 13

Solving the equivalent circuit for this ratio gives,

N RR (N° + N2) + R2

F 2 F . N N R (R + RoNW) (13)
5 s 0 0 S

Since core S2 switches before core C1 and since C1 switches beore

core S , then this automatically assures that core S. sw;.tc..es before
S1. Tiis can easily be observed from the fullowing:1X

Let F3 = (14)

and as before, I N

3 I 2 N (

From (9) add (12),

F = F 1 F2  (16)

Since F and F2 are both less than one, then F3 is less than one.

Now that the proper switching of the cores has been es-
tablished, a suitable value of drive current must be selected. This
is done by picking a value of 12 that gives a desirable switching
time for core S2 and then determining the proper drive current by
solving for NAIA in terms of 12 in the equivalent circuit. The re-

sult is:
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I (N IN )(R + No R )R + R (No + N +N2))

NA' R N' N
o 1s

(17)

+ NrI Min te.L

This equation may seem to be somewhat comolca&.,, but since the sec-
o0d term usually amounts to about 10 percent of the first term, it
may be omitted if desired.

For some applications it may be viw ua..e tu .aow the input
impedance of the circuit. This can be determined fro- equivalent
circuit by transferring all impedances to the input terminals. The
result is

RI1 R(N- + Na + N2) + R (R2+ N2 N2 R12)Z 0 1 s•o+ o 1 s o
N - P + R N2 )(N2 + N2 + N2) + R(R + N2 R)A 0 05 1 5 0 5 0

maring the resetting operation IRA (or I ) drives the ap-
propriate coupling core back to the zero state. Waen this process
occurs it is necessary to insure that the storage cores adjacent to
the coupling cores do not switch (fig. 4). Here they behave as shorts
so that the resultant circuit during reset is shown in figure 19.

I NRA6A

R 1:N1  C 1 R

Figure 19. Circuit for C core during reset.

The equivalent circuit for this diagram is shown in figure 20.

R< 0

NI~ imin ( ~ I N1 3 N 1'

N IlR

Figure 20. Equivalent circuit for figure 19.
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Since I- is the current that must be amplitude limited, the reset drive
current in terms of I* can be determined from the equivalent circuit.
The result is

I' CR + R (a+ Ns)]
IRA N R Ro NI min (19)

Choosing a proper value for I* and inserting it into (19) results in a
particular value for the resei ampere turns. In the operation of the
actual circuit, it is often found that the value of reset ampere-turns
differs markedly from that predicted by (19). This can easily be ex-
plained from the fact that during reset the coupling core is being
switched very slowly with an IRA NR on the order of NI min. From figQ
ure 12 it can be seen that in the vicinity of NI min the actual switch-
ing curve departs considerably from its linear tangent in this region.
This means that R is greatly in error and also that NI min is not ex-
actly the smalles? value of mmf that will completely switch the core.
Thus NI min is only a first approximation to this value. This means
that the linear equivalent circuit approach tends to break down in this
region. For this reason, instead of using (19) to find INRAN, it is
just as accurate, and much simpler, to merely seleeL a drive mmf roughly
equal to NI min. Slight adjustments of this value are usually necessary
in order to operate an actual circuit.

Knowledge of all the design equations for a basic shift regis-
ter circuit enables a definite design procedure to be set up. The steps
in the design of such a circuit are as follows:

(1) Pick the core to be used in the shift register and deter-
mine Ro and NI min from curves similar to those of figures 12 and 13.

(2) Pick N and N , choose F to be slightly less than one,
say .95, and solve (10) for R.

(3) Pick N1 and solve (13) for F2 . From experience F2 should
be about 0.88 to 0.98. If (13) does not give such a value, then another
value of N must be tried. If this does not work, then new values of No
and Ns must be chosen and step 2 must be repeated. Juggling of (10)
and (13) usually results in appropriate values without too much trouble.

(4) Select the desired switching time of the receiving cores
and from figure 13 determine the ampere-turns necessary to switch a core
at that rate. Since I is the chosen value of ampere-turns divided by Ns,
substitute I in (17) fo determine the driving ampere-turns for the cir-
cuit. Selection of a suitable value of NA (eq 17), perhaps dictated by
the desired input impedance (eq 18), gives the proper value of drive
current. The width of the drive current pulse must be equal to or greater
than the switching time of the receiving cores.

(5) Choose the desired value of I during reset, which would
be about equal to 1/3 to 1/2 of NI min/N., ani substitute it into (19).
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This gives the proper value of reset ampere-turns. As mentioned pre-
viously it is nearly as accurate to choose IRAN equal to NI min with
the intention of making slight adjustments in the operating circuit.
The width of the reset pulse must be long enough to insure complete
resetting.

(6) Choose the bias ampere-turns which, for best operation,
should lie somewhere between 1/3 and 1/2 of NI min.

If these steps are followed, a circuit can be built that
can be expected to operate with only slight adjustments of drive
amplitude, reset amplitude, or bias current.

3.2 Branching Circuit

The design of a branching circuit (fig. 2) uses many of the
design equations developed for the basic shift register. For example,
the shifting of a one out of core S1 and into core C1 and S2 along with
the subsequent resetting of core C1 occurs in exactly the same manner
as for the basic shift register. For this reason that portion of the
circuit will not be considered any further.

The driving of a one from core S2 to cores C2 , 83, and 85
does occur in a different manner. The cores involved in such a trans-
fer can be redrawn as shown in figure 21.

83

NE

I0B0

Figure 21. Branching circuit.

The equivalent circuit for these cores is shown in figure 22.
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R

R Fuib N Ir m it .

R(• N 0)2 N

NI B )Nk N N R s NE

B I-. NI min

N*R N1

N1 NI r min N2 R
NZ

Figure 22. Equivalent circuit of branching circuit.

Using simple circuit analysis techniques this circuit can be reduced

to the following equivalent circuit shown in figure 23.

2o7

R RNN I NOin/2

RB o0 N 91 KI% ýl N 2 NZIN 2i
I N

where I* I; - Nl~minB B N

Figure 23. Equivalent circuit of figure 22.

To Insure correct operation of this circuit, cores 83 and 8 5 must shift

before core C2, and C2 must shift before 82. If, in the same manner as

previously used, one solves F 2- and F .s one would find them to

be identical and equal to Fl~~q 1O). T2u~s he added circuitry only

changes 1 s2-c2' Let

AI9 14NY, (20)
74 -ls2-c2i i - -2IMC2 13N

Solving the equivalent circuit for this ratio (neglecting NI min) yields,
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R R (2N 8 + N:) + NE (21)

F4 NE No R (R +RN- Ns(1
Es 0 05 5

Sometimes in the evaluation of F4 it is difficult to pick an N that
will result in an F4 below unity. To facilitate the choosing of F4t
lot 

F

R 0 (2R +NO ) +
A 0 0 5Am 0R (R+ N o) (22)

Normally in the evaluation of F all parameters involved in A are
known. Thus to solve for the mfnimum value of F4,

N4"B A
E + A, •(23)

F4 N 8 NENa

dF4  1 A

a- 7- (24)
E s Es

Thus from (24), NE =4-A. This is the value that will make (21) a /%
minimum. This fact simplifies the choosing of NE.

Solving the last equivalent circuit for IB N in terms of
12 yields, B

I (N •N•)(R + N R 2 R + R(N + N2 + 2:]
=2 E. 0 so o 0 z

B~ K R2 NzN
(25)

+ NI min terms

Since core C has three loops connected to it, the value of
2reset mmf must be changed. The part of this circuit involved in thisresetting operation is shown in figure 24.
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IRB N

Figure 24. Core circuit with three load loops.

The equivalent circuit for this diagram is shown in figure 25.

0 R

NlnI in N NyB Nw Nw ýIIE
N2R I'

wo 0 N 3R

Figure 25. Equivalent circuit for figure 25.

Solving this circuit for I in terms of Ias gives the following

oresl brncin 2ee hnfrbscrst o hsrao t

I'CR + R (N2 + 2N2))
IL N 2 N R _ + NImin termfs (26)

0 0

As with the basic shift register reset operation, this equation (for
reasons mentioned before) might be considerably in error. If it is,
then the error is in the same direction as that for the basic shift
register, and thus it at least tells how much larger the mmf must be
for branching reset than for basic reset. For this reason it is
still a valuable equation.

With the above equations a shift register with a branching
circuit can now be designed. The steps for this procedure are as fol-
lows:

(1) First satisfy all the design criteria for the basic
shift register.
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(2) Completion of step 1 gives all the values necessary
to evaluate A (eq 22). After evaluating A find N1 from N mWA and
then substitute it into (21). If F4 does not turn out to be less than
one, then step 1 must be repeated until it gives a value for A that
will satisfy (21).

(3) Pick the desired switching time of the receiving cores
and from a curve of the type shown in figure 13 determine the mmf nec-
essary to achieve this result. From this mini and N. determine the

value for 12 and use it in (25) to obtain .i

(4) Choose the desired value of I', which should be about
1/3 to 1/2 of NI min/N , and substiLa.0 it in 2n(26) to determine It Nw.

After this is completeo adjust NW with `.PcCt to NR to make up :.

for the larger mmf of I* N. wwR

(5) Use the same bias current tstablihed for the basic
shift register circuit.

Completing these steps should result In tL branching circuit that oper-
ates with only a slight modification of the driving currents.

3.3 "And" Gate

The additional equations necebsary to design an ""and I gate
are relatively simple. Since the shifting oC ones (fig. 4) out of cores
S2 or S4 into core 85 or S6 is still li',z that of the basic shift regis-
ter, they will not be considered here. The shifting of ones out of
cores 85 or S6 into C6 involves another technique and therefore will be
considered. The shifting of cores S. an S.6 into C6 involves the follow-
ing part of the circuit as shown in ligure 26.

N RI

IA

•Nj

Figure 26. Circuit for sh'fting ones from cores S 5 and 8 a
into pore C.

The equivalent circuit for this diagram is shown in figure 27.



HN ~> F FH

Figure 27. Equivalent circuit for figure 26,.

Let

~ II

5 29 •st? N~I I N

t5 :F2 32

The solution of the equivalent circuit for F5 yields,

R + 2H l

F- 2R NF No (28)

The solution for IA N. yields

I I F , ~ o+ R0N (29)
IA H 2  2R R

0 a

Use of the above equations allows for the complete de-

sign of an "and" gate section. The following steps should be used
in the design of an "and" gate.

(1) Complete all the steps described for the basic shift

register circuit.

(2) Pick an NF that satisfies (28), i.e., 0.88 < F5 < 0.98.

(3) Choose an 12 about equal to or slightly less than

NI min/NF and solve (29) for IA NH.

(4) Choose the number of turns on the I winding (N)
to be any value that will provide an mmf larger than-NI min. Note

that this mmf cannot be too large since the resetting of C6 cannot
affect any of the other cores.

The bompletion of these steps should result in a practical
"and" gate logic block.
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3.4 "Or" Gate

The design equations for an "or" gate will not be considered
here because they are exactly the same as those used in the basic shift
register circuit. Inspection of figure 7 should clarify this point.

3.5 "Inhibit" Function

The design of an "inhibit" function circuit differs consider-
ably from those previously considered. For example, during the switch-
ing of a one out of core S6 into C5 and 87, core C5 has a severe load on
it (fig. 9). The cores involved in this transfer consist of the circuit
as shown in figure 28.

I R R

Figure 28. Transfer circuit for inhibit function.

The equivalent circuit for this diagram is shown in figure 29.

- NN in7

A Ns % NO

NI M 2

NI

NR

Figure 29. Equivalent circuit for figurn 28.'

With the use of simple circuit analysis techniques this circuit can0 be reduced to the circuit shown in figure 30.
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R

N, i R Ro .NI.. min N N NN
G o a

where IA =iA -NI ralin

A A N o

Figure 30. Equivalent circuit for figure 29.

The flux transfer ratio for cores C_ and Sis identical with that of
cores C1 and S2 of the basic shift •register circuit (fig. 4, state 2)
and thus is the same as eq (10). Let F6 be defined as the flux trans-

4•t6 14 NM
" L = N 3" (30)

<*5 0

Solving the equivalent circuit for this ratio (neglecting NI rain)
yieldsI

(31)

.0 %No o 0 5)RRNN

NN RR) R+RN) Ro 0

who re IG A A(NImi)

Solving the same equivalent circuit for I N in terms of

12 yields,

NG r(R-,N•) ( (NoN•),. +(R÷N8  )(4,Ns

+ NI m6 n terms (30)
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The part of the circuit Involved during the resetting of core C. con-
sists of the circuit shown in figure 31.

Figure 31. Circuit for resetting core C5.

The equivalent circuit for this core during switching is shown in
figure 32.

NI .i I o 2
N N RN 1

~No 2R

Figure 32. Equivalent circuit for fi gure 31.

The solution of this circuit for IRA NN in terms of 11 yields
RA N

/R + NR + 2N2 R \R
I NN 0 0 0 0  1 ,+ NI min terms (33)

N0 R 0

The above equation combined with those of the basic shift register
circuit constitutes enough information to design a circuit con-
taining an inhibit function. The steps in the design consist of
the following:

(1) Complete all the stops described for the basic
shift register circuit.

(2) Pick a value of N0 that will satisfy (31), i.e., 0.88
< F6 < 0.98.
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(3) Choose an 12 that will give a desirable switching time
for core S7. To do this it will be necessary to refer to the character-
istic curves for the core (fig. 13). Then substitute 12 into (32) to
solve for IA NM.

(4) Choose a reasonable value of I during reset (about 1/3
to 1/2 of NI min/Ns) and substitute it into (331 to find IRA NN.

Completion of these steps should result in a circuit that

operates with only a slight adjustment of parameters.

3.6 "Not" Gate

Since a Onot" gate merely consists of a basic shift register
circuit combined with an inhibit function, the completion of the steps
listed under section 3.5 should result in a practical "not" gate circuit.

4. PRACTICAL ALL-MAGNETIC CIRCUITS

To utilize some of the techniques already developed, several magnetic
systems were designed and constructed. These circuits consisted of a
coincidence detector to determine the simultaneous presence of ones in

two parallel shift registers and a shift code counter. These circuits
were devised to obtain frequency division so that they could be used in
electronic timing applications. In addition to the logical circuits a
system to replace both reset pulses by a direct current is also described
in the following.

4.1 Coincidence Detector

One method to obtain frequency division is to drive two shift
registers of unequal length in parallel and to detect the simultaneous
presence of ones by the use of an "and" gate with one input from each
register. Provided the number of stages in each shift register is not
divisible by the same integer, this system will give a frequency division
equal to the product of the number of stages of each register. The par-
ticular system used consisted of a five-and a six-! stage register connected
to an 'and" gate. This system is illustrated in block diagram form in
figure 33 and schematically in figure 34. If ones are inserted in stages 1
and la, then after 30 clock sequences the "and" gate will produce an output.
Stages 1 through 5 and 1 a through 4 a are basic shift register stages, while
stages 6 and 5 a are branching circuits. For
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s itag stae stage stage stage stag e

stag. tage stage stage stage "and" wh thdi
* la 2.3& 4 ar -gate

Figure 33.- Logical parallel coincidence detector.

simplicity some of the details of the basic shift register stages are
omitted because, as indicated on the diagram, they are identical with
those shown. Table I lists the system parameters along with the design
criteria of section 2. This circuit was constructed using General
Ceramics F-426-S6 cores and was found to operate extremely well.

TABLE I. PARALLEL COINCIDENCE DETECTOR DESIGN CRITERIA

NA (IA winding) 8 .turns Core-General Ceramics

NB (I. winding) 8 turns F-426-S6

N (IA winding) 20 turns R 0 .375 ohms

NR UIRA winding) 4 turns

NT (IRB winding) 4 turns F1 a .945 (from eq 10)

NV (I RA winding) 6 turns F2 a .951 (from eq 13)

N 17 turns F3 = .898 (from eq 16)

Ns 15 turns F,4 = .985 (from eq 21)

N1  11 turns F5 = .930 (from eq 28)

NE 5 turns

N 7turns I IN = • -t (from eq 17)
NF7tun A A B B F
N (I winding) I turn I RANR n I RT=B .2 at (from eq 19)

I AR •J - IBkc 5.88 at (from eq 25)
I N.._ -I• N s 3at ¢fromoq 2G)

NOTE: All values of drive mmf are IRAyNv IANw .3 at (from wq 26)

only approximate since the B N

circuit will work over a
wide range.

ampere turns
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4.2 Shift eode Counter

A shift code counter is a device that effectively utilizes
all the possible states of a shift register. In other words, instead
of a shift register containing just a single "one," a shift code
counter contains various combinations (in fact all combinations except
one) of ones and zeroes. A block diagram of a simple 3-stagse shift
code counter is shown in figure 35. As indicated in the figure, a shift
code counter is a shift register with an "exclusive or" gate tied to two
stages of the counter. The logical operation of a 3-stage shift counter
is listed in table II and the truth table for an "exclusive or" gate Is
shown In table III. These two tables should provide enough Information

exclusl ve.or' gatý*

Figure 35. Three-stage shift code counter.

TABLE II. TIUW-STAGE SHIFT CODE COUNTER BEqJENCE

Clock Stage Stage Stage
Sequence 1 2 3

0 1 0 0
1 0 1 0
2 1 0 1
3 1 1 0
4 1 1 1
5 0 1 1
6 0 0 1
7 1 0 0

TABLE III. TRUTH TABLM FOR "EXCLUBIVE OR" GATE

stage 2 Stage 3 Output

0 0 0
0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 0

to describe completely the operation of the shift code counter. For
example, starting with a one in stage one and meroes in all other
stages, then after the first clock sequence the one will be shifted
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to stage 2. From the truth table it can be seen that with a one in
stage 2 and a zero in stage 3 an output occurs. Thub on the second
clock sequence a one is inserted in stage 1 and the one in stage two
is transferred to stage 3. Following this procedure i+ will be found
that on the seventh clock sequence the origiiial pattern reappears.
This indicates that tho shift code counter has passed tlirougai one com-
plete cycle. This method of counting produces a cycle lengt:h of 2 n- 1
counts where n is the number of stages. Thus for this counter the
cycle length is 7 as verified by table II. A more detailed de-
scription of shift code counters appears in another DOFL report (ref 7).

An all magnetic "exclusive or" gate is shown logically in
figure 36 and in schematic form in figure 37. Note that in figure 37
some of the details of driving pulses have been omitted for clarity.

output

delay memory d~elay memory inbt
A !inhibit A nii

A A"

stage 1 stage 1 W_ stage 2' stage 2

-- n-l stage n stage

Figure 36. Logical "exclusive or" gate diagram.

These details are included in the "exclusive or" section of figure38..
As indicated in figure 37' the "exclusive or" gate basically consists
of a combination of the gates considered in section 1. To compare the
operation of this circuit to the truth table for an "exclusive or"
gate (table III) consider the first, almost trivial, case where zeroes
exist in both stages 2 (n-l) and 3 (n). Here, no inputs merely result
in no outputs. In the second case where a one exists in core 83 of
stage 3 then after the IA and IRA pulses the one has been transferred
to cores 54 and S7. During the I and I pulses the ones are trans-
ferred to cores 80 and BS. DuriRg the Ijplication of the next IA and
IRA pulse the one in 810 1; driven out and lost and that in B8 is trans-
ferred to all. The.1B and IRB pulses of the second pulse sequence
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drive the one out of 811 and into any desired load. Note that it
required two full pulse sequences to get the information out of the
shift register and through the logic into the load. This means that
the logic circuitry acts as another stage because it took one full
clock sequence to digest the information and deliver an output. Thus,
for example, in addition to the "exclusive or" logic circuitry a six-
stage shift code counter requires only five basic shift register
stages. Returning to the problem of verifying the truth table (table
III) consider the third case where a one exists in stage 2 (n-l) and a
zero in stage 3 (n). Thus in a manner similar to case 2 the one can
be followed through the logic and it will give an output after two
full pulse sequences. The fourth and final case is when a one exists
in both cores S1 and S3 [stages2 (n-l) and 3 (l)J. Here, the desired
result is not to have any output. After the IA and IRA pulses the one
in S1 has been transferred to cores S5 and S2 and the one in S3 to
cores S4 and S7. After the IB and IRB pulses, the one in S5 goes to S91
the one in S 7 to S10, the one in S to S3 and 86, and the one in S4
goes to S8 . During the next Ip, pulse the one in S9 "inhibits, the one
in S8 and the one in S10 inhibits that in S6 . Thus, except for the ones
in the main shift register stages, the ones are lost and no output occurs.
Since this is the desired result for the final case, the "exclusive or"
gate of figure 37 operates in a manner prescribed by the truth table for
such a gate.

The particular circuit constructed and operated in the lab-
oratory consisted of a six-stage shift code counter (fig. 38) with read-
out circuitry. This readout circuitry is for determining when the
counter has completed a full cycle. Stages 1, 2, 3, 4, and 0 are the
shift register stages which, in addition to the memory stages, delay
stages, and the "or" gate, constitute the basic shift code counter cir-
cuit. The readout circuitry is designed to detect the presence of all
zeroes in the five shift register stages. Therefore, an output is pro-
duced when a one is contained in the logic circuitry and all other stages
are in the zero state. The fact that a one exists in the logic circuitry
when all the other stages contain a zero is known to be true, since the
counter goes through all possible combinations of ones and zeroes except
for the case of all zeroes. As can be seen from the 6-stage shift code
counter sequence table (table IV) this condition occurs at 63 counts, i.e.,
( 2 n_,) counts.

Figure 38 shows that cores S5. S6 , S13, C5, and C6 of stage
3 constitute a branching circuit. Thus any information that enters
stage 3 follows two paths. One path goes on to stages 4 and 5 and the
other goes to stages 4 a and 5 a. This means that stages 4 and 4 a and 5
and 5a contain identical information. This is necessary because, as
mentioned in the first part of the report, the *aximum branching factor
obtained was two. Since all the elements in stages 4 and 5 already use
this maximum branching factor, no other loads can be tied to them.
Since each stage ipust be branched out to the output circuitry, stages 4 a
and 5a were added so that they could withstand the loads. Thus the last
coupling cores of stages 1, 2, 3, 4a. and 5a feed into the storage
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TABLZ IV. SIX-STAGE SHIFT CODE COUN7R SEQMNCE CHART

Count Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 1 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 1 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 1 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 1 0 0
5 0 0 0 0 1 0
6 1 0 0 0 0 1
7 1 1 0 0 0 0
8 0 1 1 0 0 0
9 0 0 1 1 0 0

10 0 0 0 1 1 0
11 1 0 0 0 1 1
12 0 1 0 0 0 1
13 1 0 1 0 0 0
14 0 1 0 1 0 0
15 0 0 1 0 1 0
16 1 0 0 1 0 1
17 1 1 0 0 1 0
18 1 1 1 0 0 1
19 1 1 1 1 0 0
20 0 1 1 1 1 0
21 1 0 1 1 1 1
22 0 1 0 1 1 1
23 0 0 1 0 1 1
24 0 0 0 1 0 1
25 1 0 0 0 1 0
26 1 1 0 0 0 1
27 1 1 1 0 0 0
28 0 1 1 1 0 0
29 0 0 1 1 1 0
30 1 0 0 1 1 1
31 0 1 0 0 1 1
32 0 0 1 0 0 1
33 1 0 0 1 0 0
34 0 1 0 0 1 0
35 1 0 1 0 0 1
36 1 1 0 1 0 0
37 0 1 1 0 1 0
38 1 0 1 1 0 1
39 1 1 0 1 1 0
40 1 1 1 0 1 1
41 0 1 1 1 0 1
42 1 0 1 1 1 0
43 1 1 0 1 1 1
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TABLE IV. SIX-STAGE SHIFT oD1 COUNT2ER SEC3ENCZ CHART (Continued)

Count Stage stage -stage stage stage stage
1 2 3 4 5 6

44 0 .1 .1 0 .1 .1
45 0 0 1 1 0 1
46 1 0 0 1 1 0
47 1 1 0 0" 1 1
48 0 1 1 0 0 1
49 1 0 1 1 0 0
50 0 1 0 1 1 0
51 1 0 1 0 1 1
52 0 1 0 1 0 1
53 1 0 1 0 1 0
54 1 1 0 1 0 1
55 11 1 .1 0 1 0
56 1 1 1 1 0 1
57 1 1 1 1 1 0
58 1 1 1 1 1 "1
59 0 1 1 1 1 1
60 0 0 1 1 1 1
61 0 0 0 1 1 1
62 0 0 0 0 1 1
63 0 0 0 0 0 1
64 1 0 0 0 0 0

TABLE V. SHIFT COXE CIOUNTR DESIGN CRITERIA

NA •-A winding) 10 tur F1 (fr eq 10) i .896

N (I. winding) .10 turns F 2 (from eq 13) =1.00
NJ B A winding) 25 turns F3 (from eq 10) a .896

NK (I. winding) 25 turns F4 (from eq 21) u .80

N R (IRA winding) 4 turns F6 (from eq 31) a .8
.NT (I winding) 4 turns IANA F IB N-.,1.68 (from eq 17)

N v (IRA winding) 6 turns IAXJ I B N,'.B 15 at (from oq 25)
Nw (I., winding) 6 turns I N - I. T N '" .6 at (from eq 17)
N (I winding) s2 turnse oA B

Nil "A IJN a -IRN U-. 8at (from eq 26)

N (I winding) 6 turns -J . t
w RA 'IL N I N = 2B M.77at (fromoq133)

N (I' winding) 6 turns

N 8 turns OorI : General Ceramics

N 9 turns 8-6 7426

NI 6 tv -rh, n° = .36 ohms
N16tU• NI min = .40 at

aN (,wnd )6 turns

NX 9 turns R-6 F.216h lo eitne
No

a metnre "turns4
* meetrs43



cores of the output circuit. Logically the output circuit consists
of a 5 input "or" gate that feeds a "not" gate. The cores involved

in the "or" gate are those not contained in any of the dotted boxes
(fig. 38). If a one exists in any of the stages 1, 2, 3, 4a9 or 5 a'
then after the next I or I , the one (or ones) will be transferred

to the appropriate stgrage cores (811, 812, S14) 823, o27) Of the "or"
gate. After the next IA and IRA pulse any one that is contained in
any of these storage cores will be transferred to core 828 and, at the
same time, a one will be put into core 829. On the next IB pulse the
one in core 829 will be inhibited by the one in core S28. Thus the
only time that an output will occur is when core 828 does not contain
a one. This will be the case only when stages 1, 2, 3, 4 a and 5 a do
not contain ones. Thus an output occurs only for the case where the"exclusive or" circuit contains a one and all the other stages con-
tain zeroes.

The parameters used in this circuit, as well as the design
criteria of section 2, are listed in table V. Sometimes the values of
drive current found to operate the actual circuit differ somewhat from
those listed in the table. The difference between these values can
readily be traced to the cores used in the circuit. The cores were
General Ceramics F-426-$4 cores. These cores have extremely fast
switching times of about 0.1 to 0.3 ps. With these fast switching
times the distributed inductance and capacitance of the circuit just
begin to become important. Another, even more important factor, that
was not considered is skin effect which at these high switching rates
may raise the effective value of loop resistance. Since none of this
was taken into account in the design equations, one would naturally
expect some error in the results.

When one considers the above factors, the shift code counter
worked reasonably well. Judging from the fact that very close agree-
ment between equation results and actual operating values for slower
materials was obtained, it is readily assumed that the agreement be-
tween theory and practice would have been much better if slower cores
had been used for the shift code counter. In summary, the successful
operation of this c~ircuit with its multiple logic functions readily
proves the feasibility of all magnetic logic systems.

4.3 Pulse Elimination Technique

The use of direct current to reset the coupling cores is
an excellent method to simplify the driving apparatus. Since most
circuits usually have dc available somewhere in the circuit
it is not necessary to provide a separate source because the met
operation draws an extremely small amount of power. A basic shift
register stage utilizing dc for reset is illustrated in figure 39.
The driving pulses consist only of two pulses, IA and IB' that must
be separated in time by an amount equal to or greater than the reset
time of the coupling cores. The dc for reset must be adjusted to a
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value about equal to NI D4/NR, where NR is the number of turns on
the reset winding. This is the smallest value of current that will
reset the core completely. During the IA pulse, core 81 switches
producing a counterclockwise current in loop L1 . This current tends
to switch core C1 to the one state while IDC. which is always pres-
ent, tends to keep it in the zero state. At first glance it might
appear that core C1 might not switch because of the bucking mmf
fields, but this is not the case since the mmf due to the current in
loop L1 is much more than that due to IDC. Thus core C1 does switch
causing a counterclockwise current in loop L2 that switches core S2.
Imn40iately after the transition occurs, core C1 switches back to
the zero state because of the ever-present IDC. As in the case where
the coupling cores were reset with pulses, the resetting process
produces currents in loops L1 and L2 that tend to put a one in core
S1 and a zero in dore S2Y both of which are Undesitable. To insure
that information is not inserted in core S1, the width of the IA
drive pulse must be wide enough to hold core S1 in the zero state.
To insure that the one in core S2 is not lost, IiC must be amplitude
limited so as not to cause too large a current in coupling loop L2.
Note that this has already been done by making IDC about equal to
NI min/N . During the IB pulse, the same procedure occurs driving
the one fo the first core in the second stage (core 83).

It is interestfdg to note that the design equations of
section 2.1 are only slightly modified because of IDC. Since NAI_
is on the order of NI sin, and also since all the terms involving
NI min amounted to less than 10 percent of the final value in all the
design equations, then no appreciable error will result from using
these design equations without regarding IDC.

A system using dc for reset was built and tested using Gen-
eral Ceramics F-726-$4 cores. It was tested on a basic shift register
circuit and also on one that included a branching circuit. In all
cases it was found to operate satisfactorily.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This investigation has shown that it is possible to perform all
the basic digital functions associated with memory, "and" gates, "or"
gates, and "not" gates by using circuits composed only of magnetic
cores and interconnecting wire. One of the most important features
of this report is the presentation of a complete design procedure for
all types of logic circuits. As indicated in section 4 this analysis
worked extremely well for cores with switching times on the order of
microseconds and served. as an excellent guide for cores whose switch-
ing times are on the order of one-tenth microsecond. The great success
achieved by designing and constructing a variety of these circuits
indicates their possibilities as an excellent method toperform logic
functions. The obvious advantages of extreme simplicity of components,
nominal cost, and small size should make systems of this type applicable
to a great variety of CirdUitry.
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The only problem remaining for all magnetic circuits or more
specifically ferrite cores is that of temperature, None of the cir-
cuits described in this report was subjected to any temperature tests
(ref 6). The effect of temperature on all magnetic systems using
ferrite cores is to be the subject of a subsequent investigation.
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